Young infant rat pups learn to approach cues associated with pain rather than learning amygdala-dependent fear. This approach response is considered caregiver-seeking and ecologically relevant within the context of attachment. With maturation, increases in the stress hormone corticosterone permit amygdala-dependent fear, which is crucial for survival during independent living. During the developmental transition from attachment to fear learning, maternal presence suppresses corticosterone elevation to block amygdaladependent fear learning and re-engage the attachment circuitry. Early life trauma disrupts this developmental sequence by triggering a precocious increase of corticosterone, which permits amygdala-dependent threat responses. In this review, we explore the importance of the stress hormone corticosterone in infants' transition from complete dependence on the caregiver to independence, with consideration for environmental influences on threat response ontogeny and mechanistic importance of social buffering of the stress response.
Introduction
Pioneering research on infant-caregiver dyads, which began in the mid 1900's, highlights stress as a major mediator of infant caregiving quality/experiences and is critical in programming neurobehavioral development [1, 2] . Importantly, it was the combined insights from clinical and basic scientists, with diverse research areas across many species, that linked disturbed maternal care/ separation and compromised threat response functioning [1, 3, 4] . This concept of stress as a mediator between infant experiences and programming of neurobehavioral function is still prevalent today and has been documented in many diverse species [5] [6] [7] .
The stress hormone corticosterone is typically thought of as damaging to infant behavioral and neural development [8, 9] . However, it is now clear that corticosterone is also critically important for normal brain development and normal infant neurobehavioral functioning [10, 11] . Here we review the effects of corticosterone within the context of normal development using infant rat fear/threat learning and expression as a framework. The behavioral neurobiology of threat response is relatively well-defined, especially in the rodent and is a useful template to explore how corticosterone modulates the neurodevelopment of fear/threat learning and expression. While differences exist between humans and rodents in the stage of neurodevelopment at birth [12], we focus here on the experience-dependent learning and how it shapes threat response behaviors that are phylogenetically conserved among species and provide an important bridge for translating rodent and nonhuman primate findings to humans ' [6,13,14] .
In adults of many diverse species, threat presentation will prompt a defensive threat response specific to the environment and threat intensity: in rats and humans, these responses can range from hiding, freezing, fleeing or attack. As we explore the development of threat response and its modulation by corticosterone, it is important to consider the ecological context of this behavior as the infant transitions from complete dependence to independence. Altricial animals, such as the rat and human, require extensive caregiving to survive. A reciprocal bond between the infant and caregiver, termed attachment, must be learned by both to maintain this close contact. Infants of most altricial species are physically incapable of defending themselves from predators. Accordingly, an infant of altricial species will typically seek the caregiver for protection, and only later, begin to attack a predator or freeze. This review will discuss the neurobiology that supports this ecologically and age-appropriate change in fear/threat response and how this developmental switch is controlled by corticosterone to produce adaptive behaviors during early development.
